


•Entertainment

•Gatekeeper

•Business

•Biased Source

•Agenda Setter

•Watchdog



“The media’s the most powerful entity 
on Earth. They have the power to make 

the innocent guilty and to make the 
guilty innocent, and that’s power. 

Because they control the minds of the 
masses.”

- Malcolm X



• Was the video able to grab your attention 
initially? If so, how? 

• What was the main message of the video? 
• What was the biased message of the video, if 

any? If so, was it easy to pick up at the 
beginning? 

• How does this video demonstrate media’s 
influence on the public and opinion?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRp1CK_X_Yw





Are people too stupid to 
make informed decisions? 

Or just don’t care?









Are we being kept 
complacent with 

propaganda?



Does media promote or 
suppress democracy?



•TV

•Newspapers

•Radio

•Magazines

•Internet-based sites
•Cellphones

•Social Media









The “Big” Six

•Comcast

•Walt Disney Company

•21st Century Fox

•Time Warner

•CBS

•Viacom

90% of media is controlled by just six 
companies





Comcast

• Internet services

•NBC

•Universal Pictures

•Focus Features

•USA Network

•Bravo

Holdings include: •The Weather Channel

•Syfy

•MSNBC

•Telemundo

•E!

•Dreamworks Animation as 
of 2016

Largest mass media company in the 
world



The Walt Disney Company

•Disney

•ESPN

•ABC

•A&E

•Lifetime

Holdings include:

•Touchstone

•Marvel

•Lucasfilm

•Pixar

•All the Disney stuff

2nd largest mass media company in 
the world



21st Century Fox

•FOX

•National Geographic

•FX

•Fox Searchlight

Holdings include:

21st Century Fox & News Corp

•Split in 2013

•Still same CEO: Rupert Murdoch

•Wall Street Journal 
(largest newspaper in US)

•New York Post

•HarperCollins (book 
publisher)



Time Warner

•New Line Cinema

•CW (with CBS)

•Warner Bros

•CNN

•Cartoon Network

•DC Comics

Holdings include:

•10% of Hulu (August 
2016)

At one point owned:
•AOL

•Time Warner Cable

•Time Inc.



Time Inc.

•Sports Illustrated

•Fortune

•People

•LIFE

•InStyle

•Entertainment Weekly

Holdings include:

•Time magazine



CBS

•CBS

•CBS Radio

•Simon & Schuster 
(book publisher)

•Part of CW with 
Time Warner

Holdings include:

•Showtime

•Smithsonian Channel



Viacom

•Paramount

•Comedy Central

•MTV

•Nickelodeon

•BET

Holdings include:



•Born 1928

•BA, MA, PhD at UPenn

•Professor at MIT

•Linguist, philosopher, cognitive scientist, 
political commentator and activist

•“Father of Modern Linguistics”

•Wrote over 100 books on linguistics, war, 
politics, mass media, etc. 



•
•

Gladiator scene

“Bread and Circuses”
•Maintain/gain public approval 
through distractions and not 
public policy


